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China-Central and Eastern Europe
Cooperation Memorandum
on the Establishment of International science and
Technology Achievement Transfer center (science
and Technology Alliance of Universities and Scientific
Research Institutes)
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To

promote

the

complementary advantages and common
development between universities in various countries and scientific
research institutes, and accelerate the transfer and transformation of
technological achievements of universities in various countries and

scientific research institutes so as to boost the level of cooperation
between china and central and Eastern Europe, the china-central and
Eastern Europe International Science and Technology Achievement
Transfer Center

will be jointly

established by consensus. The Center

will

carry out cooperation in the following four areas:
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Joint construction of collaborative innovation center of

characteristic industries. Combined with the characteristics of industrial
development in various countries, to explore the construction of
collaborative innovation center of characteristic industries, Iarge data
center of characteristic industries and enterprise service platforms. To
promote the use of high technology for transformation and upgrading by

traditional industries in various countries, improve the processing depth
and added value of products and extend the industry chain.
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Joint construction of enterprise research and

development

platform. To introduce science and technology resources of universities
and scientific research institutes for each country and then to jointly

of enterprise R & D centers, and construct a number
regional innovation and entrepreneurship bases and industrial

establish a number

of

technology alliances. To cooperatively establish enterprise technology
research otganizations and postdoctoral research stations and others, and
improve the enterprise innovation ability.
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Joint construction of Research equipment sharing platform.
Through the government supports of various countries, integration of
colleges and universities, scientific research of scientific research
institutes, testing instruments and equipment resources, to build the.
sharing platform of scientific research and testing instruments and
equipment in conformity with market rules. To provide open services for
R & D and production units in various countries and reduce the R & D
costs.
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Joint construction of talent training platform. Relying on the
advantages of colleges and universities talents training,
to assist
enterprises of difierent countries in the co-building of platform
for

+t/t

multinational talent training, and to service ,,The Belt and Road (silk
Road Economic Belt and the 21st century Maritime silk Road)"
strategy,
as

well as to explore the training mode for multinational professional
and

technical personnel.
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strengthening of cooperation and exchange of talents. To select
technical personnel and professional scientific research personnel
to be
on temporary post in various government departments and industrial
parks; to assist government officials, multinational executives
and

F

SU

professional technical personnel of different countries
to be on temporary
post or to teach for a short period in universities and
scientific research
institutes.
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Exchange of high-level talents. To further establish and improve
the flexible high-level tarent-exchanging mechanism, and through
the
forms of consultarion,lecturing, part-time jobs, short-term
temporary post,
cooperation and research of projects, technical advisers
and personnel
leasing, to achieve the mutual exchange of high-level
talents and
innovative entrepreneurial teams.
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Promotion

of the training

connection between colleges and
universities, research institutes and enterprises. To promote
scientific
research institutes to construct training bases and
employment
probationary bases'in enterprises all over the world,
and to explore and
establish training mode for developing multinational
high-skilled
talents

with a close combination of vocational education, industrial
development
and employment improvement, with an aim to training
skilled talents for
enterprises in various countries.
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cooperation on resurts transfer and

transformation
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vigorous promotion of the transfer and transformation
of
advanced scientific and technorogicar achievements
in various

countries. To

speed

up

the

construction of

"Government-Industry-University-Research Institute', platform
under the
cooperation of multinational governments, colleges
and universities,
scientific research institutions and enterprises, to regularly
release
scientific and technological achievements and scientific
research projects,
and to carry out joint activities. All colleges and
universities and scientific
research institutions should organize experts and
scholars to go deep into

the parks and enterprises to caffy out research, and to

provide
personalized guidance and technical advisory services
for enterprises, as

well as to solve the practical technical problems of enterprises
and

provide technology transfer services.
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Vigorous promotion of the protection of intellectual property
rights. To strengthen the protection and promotion of intellectual
property (patent); to promote and regulate the development, use and
transfer

of scientific and technological

achievements and industrial

development of science and technology; to further improve the available

transfer and transformation income proportion

of the achievement

developer, to encourage scientific research personnel of universities and
scientific research institutes go deep into enterprises.
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Cooperation

of

decision-making

consulting services
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Establishment of a platform of decision-making consulting. To
develop advantages of complete disciplines and talent-intensive of
colleges and universities and scientific research institutes, and the think

tank at home and abroad, establish substantive intelligence research
institutes which have high levels, relative stability and standard
operations so that to gradually form a decision-making consulting system
with prospective, diversity and high-effi ciency.
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Supply of decision-making consulting. The key points are setting

up the conesponding professional advisory committee in the aspects
of
transnational industrial cooperation, significant investment project, the
research on international strategic cooperation, etc. Every professional
advisory committee will employ a number of experts and scholars from
colleges and universities and scientific research institutes to participate
in
it and submit professional consulting reports according to the demands of

advisory services of governments and multinational enterprises.
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The cooperation of specific projects shall be confirmed in written
forms when the four sides carry out further negotiations and reach a
consensus.
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University of Zilina

Representative

Date

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Ningbo University of Technology

Space Research and Technologies Institute
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